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We are a unique company which specialises in riding holidays and adventures all over the world. We have 2 offices, 
one in the UK and one in Ireland, owned and managed by us, best friends from school, Jill Dolan in the UK and 
Zara Stassin in Ireland.
 
We met when we were kids, aged 9 through our passion and obsession of anything horsey! We rode together, trained 
by the same Showing Producer of her day, Jill Cousens and went to school in Dunlane.
 
After leaving school, we both remained best friends, Jill stayed in Scotland and Zara fell in love with Ireland and 
made it her home. Career wise we headed into the corporate worlds of travel and marketing, before settling down to 
family life and wondering if we wanted to remain in our respective industries………………of course we didn’t, we 
wanted to get back to our first obsessions, horses and now our second obsession, travel!

 
Mmmmmm, what could we do, Zara took the first bold step and decided to marry both obsessions and create a
collection of riding holidays she thought were the best on the market and people would love. In 2007, Zara’s Planet 
was born in Ireland and the rest let’s say, is history. Jill followed shortly afterwards in 2008, setting up her office in 
Dunblane, UK and ever since, they have been travelling the globe, test riding and scouting out the most amazing 
riding holidays from all over the world. We know………………..possibly the best jobs in the world!

In this brochure, we have listed our current collection of riding holidays and adventures to date, plus how to go about 
booking, in addition to some other things we offer, like private rides, charity rides and special occasion holidays like 
honeymoons or big birthdays!

About Zara’s Planet 

Jill, Atacama Desert, Chile

Jill, The Mara, Kenya

Zara, Sierra Tejeda, Spain

Jill, Gaucho Trail, Brazil

Zara, Osian Trail, India

Zara, Connemara, Ireland

Jill, Cordilla Oriental, Colombia

Zara, Lolldaiga, Kenya

Zara & Jill
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Without a doubt one of the most pleasurable parts of our job is to ride with our clients. Across the year, we head up 
a number of interesting rides and personally invite Zara’s Planet clients. In the coming years, we are set to visit the 
Cappadocia region of Turkey, ride over the Andes from Argentina to Chile, trek the Inca trail in Peru, follow the 
Coffee Trail in Colombia and see the great migration in the Serengeti, Tanzania. This is a special group and there 
are limits to who can join these rides; you must have ridden on a Zara’s Planet ride, have a sense of adventure and 
be able to adapt to changing circumstance – in short NO MOANERS! 
Our riding holidays also work extremely well for private groups of friends, family members or working groups, 
where you can book out the whole place and ride. Private groups can be anything from 4 plus people up to a
maximum of 40.

It’s imperative to keep searching and finding the best new places to ride and to do that we physically go and test ride 
every new destination in our collection – our ride details are based on an honest account of what we have
experienced and what you should expect. 
In the last year, we were fortunate enough to travel to lots of new amazing places, most of them made it into our
collection and just a couple fell short. They included 2 new riding areas of Brazil, the vast wetlands of the Pantanal 
and the open pasture lands of Santa Cristina with the local gauchos; relaxed, trekking through the countryside and 
on the beaches of Lesbos, Greece; the resurgence of safari riding in Zimbabwe and a mix of riding beautiful Arab 
horses in Egypt, with the most incredible cultural tours of the Pyramids and the Nile.

Zara’s Planet Map of Rides

Zara’s Planet New Destinations

Zara’s Planet Guided Rides & Private Groups
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EUROPE
France, Aveyron Farmhouse                7 nights from £1,100/€1,240
France, La Camargue                3 nights from £720/€830
France, Le Bourdil Blanc                7 nights from £1,465/€1,650
Greece, Mountain & Beach trails-NEW               7 nights from £710/€800
Hungary, Homoki Lodge                7 nights from £1,200/€1,355
Iceland, The Golden Circle                5 nights from £1,845/€2,080
Ireland, Castle Leslie                3 nights from £825/€930
Ireland, Connemara Trails                6 nights from £1,465/€1,660
Ireland, Flowerhill Cross Country               4 nights from £635/€720
Italy, Castello Di Santa Cristina                7 nights from £900/€1,050
Italy, Classical Dressage Tuscany               7 nights from £830/€975
Italy, I Due Laghi, Rome                7 nights from £1,150/€1,296
Sardinia, Beach & Endurance Training               7 nights from £790/€890
Portugal, Classical Dressage                6 nights from £1,015/€1,145
Romania, Translyvania Count Kalnoky               6 nights from £1,050/€1,180
Turkey, Cappadocia Trails                7 nights from £700/€790
Spain, Epona Dressage                6 nights from £1,250/€1,525
Spain, Rafael Soto Clinic                6 nights from £2,100/€2,380
Spain, Gredos Mountains                6 nights from £1,020/€1,150
Spain, Sierra Nevada Trails                7 nights from £1,240/€1,395
Spain, Sierra Tejeda Finca& Ferias               7 nights from £1,120/€1,260
Spain, Beach & Forest                7 nights from £1,150/€1,175
UK, Western Cattle Herding Dartmoor               2 nights from £510/€575
UK, Poldark Trail, Cornwall                3 nights from £595/€670
UK, Trans Wales Ride                2 nights from £360/€405

AFRICA
Botswana, Kalahari Safari                5 nights from £2,930/€3,445
Botswana, Limpopo Safaris                7 nights from £2,500/€2,840
Botswana, Macatoo, Okavango Delta               1 night from £475/€530
Botswana, PJ & Barney, Okavango Delta               1 night from £570/€640
Botswana, RAW Botswana Safari               1 night from £370/€410
Botswana, Foots Safari, Okavango Delta - NEW    6 nights from £2,710/€3,061
Botswana & South Africa, African Explorer           7 nights from £1,865/€2,120
Kenya, Borana Safari Ranch                   7 nights from £2,730/€3,120
Kenya, Go Wild Safaris, Lolldaiga Ranch               7 nights from £2,045/€2,305
Kenya, Safaris Unlimited, The Mara                 6 nights from £5,100/€5,750
Kenya, Offbeat Safaris, The Mara                  7 nights from £4,570/€5,360
Mozambique, Beach Safari                   4 nights from £1,850/€2,090
Namibia, Namibia Desert Trails                10 nights from £3,950/€4,450
Morocco, Sahara Desert                 7 nights from £780/€910
South Africa, Ant Bush Lodge Collection                1 night from £340/€380
South Africa, Camp Davidson                  1 night from £190/€220
South Africa, Horizons Safari Ranch                 1 night from £160/€190

South Africa, Wait a Little     5 nights from £2,000/€2,250
South Africa, Cape Winelands     1 night from £340/€380
South Africa, Wild Coast Trail - NEW    7 nights from £2,120/€2,420
Tanzania, Safari       7 nights from £4,390/€4,930
Uganda, Nile Horseback Trail     7 nights from £3,080/€3,460
Zimbabwe, Cawston Safari, NEW   7 nights from £1,800/€1,600

NORTH AMERICA
Canada, Anchor D, Rocky Mountains   6 nights from £1,445/€1,625
Canada, Siwash Ranch, British Columbia  3 nights from £2,290/€2,575
USA, Bitterroot Ranch, Wyoming    7 nights from £1,940/€2,190
USA, Kara Creek, Wyoming    7 nights from £995/€1,120
USA, Cottonwood Ranch, Nevada    7 nights from £1,540/€1,730
USA, G Bar M, Montana    7 nights from £1,245/€1,405
USA, Rocking Z, Montana     7 nights from £1,440/€1,625
USA, Tanque Verde, Arizona     7 nights from £1,350/€1,590
USA, White Stallion Ranch, Arizona   7 nights from £855/€965

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina, Estancia Los Potreros    1 night from £285/€325
Argentina, Corrientes Estancia    6 nights from £890/€1,005
Argentina, Buenos Aires Polo Club    1 night from £300/€325
Argentina, Estancia Huechahue    1 night from £330/€370
Argentina& Chile, Across the Andes        13 nights from £4,385/€4,965
Brazil, The Gaucho Trail - NEW   7 nights from £1,735/€1,990
Brazil, Pantanal Safari - NEW    7 nights from £3,240/€3,695
Brazil, The Coconut Trail - NEW   8 nights from £2,165/€2,475 
Chile, Atacama Desert      8 nights from £1,680/€1,920
Chile, Torres Del Paine      9 nights from £3,290/€3,710
Colombia, Central Colombian Trail    7 nights from £1,670/€1,880
Colombia, Coffee Trail- NEW     7 nights from £1,670/€1,880
Ecuador, Cotopaxi Volcano Trail    7 nights from £1,980/€2,320
Mexico, Rancho Las Cascadas    1 night from £210/€235
Peru, Sacred Valley& Machu Picchu        10 nights from £3,550/€4,005
Uruguay, Atlantic Coast Trail    7 nights from £2,750/€3,105

& BEYOND
Australia, Beach Trail, New South Wales   6 nights from £1,130/€1,270
Egypt, Luxor & Makadi Bay Trail-NEW    7 nights from £1,280/€1,430
India, Rajasthan Trail Rides                        7 nights from £1,745/€1,9870
India, Punjab Hola Mohalla Trail-NEW     7 nights from £2,605/€2,970
Jordon, Wadi Rum Desert Ride                   7 nights from £1,530/€1,775
Mongolia, Altai & Eagle Festival              17 nights from £2,055/€2,315

Zara’s Planet Collection of Rides
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We have a website full of all our rides online and after having a read through this brochure, why don’t you have a 
look further and search online for your perfect riding holiday. We have built the website- so you can search by
country, by dates and even by holiday type, like a Dressage Holiday or a Riding Safari Holiday. Once you have 
found a holiday you like, there are lots of other things you can see on the page, like pictures of the horses, the
countryside, the accommodation and the food. You can also find out things like day to day itineraries, dates the rides 
run or when the ranch or lodge are open, lists of pricing and nearest airports. We also tell you the type of horses you 
will be riding, their tack, plus maximum weight limits and group sizes. Travelling solo? Our rides work particularly 
well if you are travelling by yourself, our hosts are warm and friendly and often there are other solo travellers on 
our rides.
 
Once you have it in your mind you are ready to book, or if you just want some additional information, please get in 
touch and you can do that by calling us, we’re always at the end of the phone or send us an email. We’ll answer all 
your queries and if you want to go ahead and book we will firm everything up with your Booking Invoice to check 
and settle. You will also need to fill in Booking Form which can be done online (this tells us all the important stuff, 
like riding experience, horse preference, dietary requests, and contact details and more!) On receipt of everything 
we need from you, we post or email out your full confirmation and ‘Trip Pack’, which includes everything you need 
to prepare for your trip, like a ‘What to take list’, your statement, meet & greet details and emergency contacts.
 
It’s really all very simple, we’ll offer you the best personal service and look after you from start to finish, even after 
your trip, we’ll be in touch to get your full and honest feedback.
 
We pride ourselves on delivering the best riding holiday experience in the world, and we believe this to be true, on 
account of our very high return client bookings. Here are some testimonials from our valued and wonderful clients.

How to Book with Zara’s Planet

Mark Roper
Racehorse Trainer, The Curragh, Co Kildare

“I’ve been on riding safaris in Africa 6 times with 
Zara’s Planet who are without doubt the very best; 
excellent horses, superb terrain, great guides and 

outstanding hospitality. I can really recommend it if 
you are looking for real excitement.”

Mark visited GoWild Safaris,
Lolldaiga Ranch, Kenya

Yvonne Powell
with Marion Calvert & Kath Taylor

Yvonne says “Being able to visit the biggest wetland 
area in the world and ride fantastic horses, in such a 
rich ecosystem was unique and incredible. Very few 
companies have the connections that Zara’s Planet 
have to be able to make something like this happen. 
One person looks after you from start to finish and 

they really care! I wouldn’t book with anyone else!”

Yvonne, Marion & Kath visited the Pantanal, Brazil



Because it will be the best holiday you can experience………… the best decision yet! Discovering a country and 
it's culture on horseback is genuinely by far the most authentic way to experience it in a way that is only available 
to the few. It’s a unique experience for everyone, meeting with international equine friends, who share the same 
passion as you and show you their way of riding and how they look after their horses in their unique environments.
 
At Zara’s Planet, travelling the world by horseback has changed our lives, given us a huge opportunity to experience 
and learn from fellow equestrians about their horses and traditions. We have learned along the way there is not one 
set way to ride and manage horses. It differs throughout the world and what works for one country is as valid as that 
of the other. Often some of these new ways of horsemanship have further educated our appreciation of the horse and 
we have even adapted and are using these techniques.
 
We love our business and have nurtured some very special relationships with our partners to make sure we offer 
you the client some of the most amazing riding holidays and adventures all over the world. When you book with us 
you will have one contact who will look after your booking from start to finish and make sure your experience runs 
seamlessly.

“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do by 
the ones you did do. So throw away the bowlines, sail away from the harbour: Catch the 

trade winds in your sail.” 

Explore, Dream, Discover
Mark Twain

Irish Office
Glenelg,

Glenasmole,
Dublin 24

(01) 440 7477

info@zarasplanet.com    www.zarasplanet.com

UK Office
Landrick Stables

Perth Road
Dunblane

FK15 OHY
08444 870 300

Why book with Zara’s Planet?


